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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S] the author studied some of the properties of those fuzzy 
topological vector spaces whose fuzzy topology is given by some fuzzy 
neighborhood system. In this paper, the investigation of such spaces is con- 
tinued. It is shown that a linear fuzzy neighborhood space (E, JV) is 
probabilistic pseudometrizable iff X(O) has a countable base. If (E, JV) is 
locally n-convex, then it is probabilistic pseudometrizable iff JV is 
generated by a countable family of probabilistic seminorms. It is also 
proved that every fuzzy uniformity in the sense of Lowen is generated by a 
family of probabilistic pseudometrics and that the Cartesian product 
I-I,,,4 xm> of a family of probabilistic pseudometrizable spaces, is 
probabilistic pseudometrizable iff the set of all a E A, for which the 
probabilistic pseudometric of N, is not trivial, is at most countable. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For the definitions of the fuzzy topological vector spaces and the fuzzy 
neighborhood spaces we will refer to [6] and [lo], respectively. We will 
call a fuzzy uniformity, in the sense of Lowen, an L-uniformity. For the 
definition of such a fuzzy uniformity we refer to [ 111. For the notion of a 
Hausdorff or T, fuzzy topological space we will use the one of Lowen (see 
[13] or [14]). 
Let now E be a vector space over X, where X is the space of either the 
real or the complex numbers. For pl, pLz fuzzy sets in E, we define pL1 0 pZ 
by 
ko/-h(x)=suP{~~(x,) A /4%):x=x1+x*~. 
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Also, for r E K and p a fuzzy set in E, the fuzzy set tp is defined as follows 
(see [9]). If t#O, then t~(x)=~(,~/t). For t =O, we define 
t/l(x) = 0 if .V # 0 
=supp(y) if x = 0. 
VE E 
For XEE, the fuzzy set x@p is defined by xO~(~)=~(~-x). 
A fuzzy set p in E is called: 
(1) convex if t~@(l--I)~<~ for all tE[O, 11; 
(2) balanced if tp 6 p for I t 1 < 1; 
(3) absolutely convex if it is both convex and balanced; 
(4) absorbing if sup (p( tx) : t > 0} = 1 for all x E E. 
A linear fuzzy neighborhood space (see [S]) is a fuzzy topological vector 
space whose fuzzy topology is given by a fuzzy neighborhood system. If (E, 
,I”) is a linear fuzzy neighborhood space, then every member of ,V(O) is 
absorbing and there exists a base for .,+“(O) consisting of balanced fuzzy 
sets (see [S]). If uV”(O) has a base consisting of convex fuzzy sets, then 
(E, ,r-) is said to be locally n-convex. In this case it is shown in [8] that 
-.4,“(O) has a base consisting of absolutely convex fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set ,u in 
(E, ,Z ‘) is called n-bounded if for each CT E -t,‘(O) and each E > 0 there exists 
t > 0 with tp -E 6 CT. 
Every linear fuzzy neighborhood system ,t’ on E induces a fuzzy L- 
uniformity “p,,,- (see [8] ). @.,- has as a base at zero the family 
{P,: wN(O)}, P,(.w)=p(x-19. M oreover, the fuzzy topology t(,t”) 
generated by ,I’ is equal to the fuzzy topology t(~$, -) which corresponds to 
“2.+-. 
Next, we recall the definition of a probabilistic seminorm on a vector 
space E over X (see [3]). Let 9(S)+ ) denote the family of all fuzzy sets a 
of W + = [0, cc ) such that: 
(1) CI is increasing and left continuous; 
(2) a(O)=0 and lim,,, a(t)= 1. 
By E,, we will denote the element of S(W + ) defined by: ~~(0) = 0 and 
Q,(I) = 1 if t > 0. For ai, c(? E G?(J? + ), we will denote by a, 0 a2 the element 
a of ?J(&? + ) defined by 
a(t)=V ia, A a2(t2): t= t, + tz}. 
A probabilistic seminorm is a mapping p: E; + z@(SJ + ) with the following 
properties: 
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(1) p(O)=&3: 
(2) p(%x)(t) =p(x)(r/l AI 1 if 1 #O; 
(3) P(.~)oP(?1)6p(-~+y). 
Every probabilistic seminorm p generates a linear fuzzy neighborhood 
system -4; (see [81) having as a base at zero the family {hp.,: I > 0}, where 
b,,(.~u) = p(x)(t). 
Finally, the Minkowski functional of an absorbing fuzzy set d in E is the 
mapping pd: E + 9(&’ + ), where, for x E E, 
Pd(-Y)(f) = 0 if t=O 
= sup d(x/l) if t>O. 
n<n<r 
If d is also absolutely convex, then pd is a probabilistic seminorm (see [3] ). 
3. PROBABILISTIC PSEUDOMETRICS 
DEFINITION 3.1. A probubilistic Pseudomerric on a set X (see [S] ) is a 
mapping F: Xx X + 9(.# + ) such that for all X, ~1. r in X we have: 
(1 ) F(x, x) = En; 
(2) F(s, y) = F( ~9, s); 
(3) F(?c,p)oF(?~,=)dF(.~,~). 
If in addition F(x, J)(O + ) = 0 for s #.v, then F is called a probabilistic 
metric. 
If F is a probabilistic pseudometric. then the family (F,: f > 0), 
Fr(x, ,v) = F(x, y)(t), is a base for a fuzzy L-uniformity 1(F) on X. 
Moreover, F,, : F,, < F,, + ,?. We will denote by L + i the fuzzy neighborhood 
system induced by JZC( F). We will refer to t( JU(F)) as the fuzzy topology 
generated by F. 
We have the following easily established: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A probabilistic pseudometric F on X is a probabilistic 
metric iff t(-@(F)) is Tz. 
THEOREM 3.3 (see [S, Theorem 3.21). A fuzzy L-uniformity Z on X is 
probabilistic pseudometrizable iff it has a countable base. 
Proof The condition is clearly sufficient. Conversely, let I have a 
countable base {b ,,). Take 6”=A\“,=,b, A b,‘,b,‘(x,~,)=bk(l’,.Y). 
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Clearly {6,, i is a base for @ consisting of symmetric elements. Choose a 
subsequence { gn, } = { dk ) of { 6n > such that 
d k+I Gdk+,0dk+,-22(k+f’<dk 
Define E: Xx X+ 9(3 + ) as follows: 
F(x, y)(t) = 0 ift=O 
= 1 ift> 1 
Next define F: Xx X-+ 9(W + ) by 
where P denotes the set of natural numbers. Then F is a probabilistic 
pseudometric with 49 = 4?(F). Moreover, we have 
d,,, ,(x, y) 6 F(x, y)(2 -“) <d,Jx, y) + 2 -‘I. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 49 be a fuzzy L-uniformity on X and let dE G. Then 
there exists a probabilistic pseudometric F,, on X such that 
(1) dE%(Fd)CJ& 
(2) F(x, y)( 1 + ) = 1 for all x, J’ in X. 
Proof: Choose a decreasing sequence (b,),“, , of symmetric members of 
with b06d and b,,:b,ob,,-2-“6b,-,, n= 1,2,.... As in the proof of the 
preceding theorem, there exists a probabilistic pseudometric F,, with 
Fd(x, ?I)( 1 + ) = 1 and such that 
b,z+ ,(x, y) 6 FAX, y)(2 -‘I) 6 b,(x, y) + 2 -“. 
Clearly S!( Fd) c 9. Also, given E > 0, choose n with E > 2 -“. Now 
F&, ,r)(2 -“I - E 6 b,,(x, y) 6 d(x, y) 
which implies that de J@( Fd). 
COROLLARY 3.5. For erery fuzzy L-uniformity J& on X, there exists a 
base 9J for Q, consisting of symmetric elements, such that for each be&Y 
there exists b, E ~8 with b ,o b , < 6. 
Proof: For each de ?3 there exists a probabilistic pseudometric FJ on X 
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with d~&(F,)c%!. Let Bd= {b,,: t > O), bd,Jx, y) = FAX, y)(t). Each b,, 
is symmetric and b,, = b,, < bd.,r. Now it sufftces to take 
For a family C of probabilistic pseudometrics on X, we have the easily 
established : 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The family of ail fuzzy sets b in Xx X of the form 
b(x, y) = /j F(x, y)(t), 
F‘ t -r,, 
where .EO c Z is finite and t > 0, is a base for a fuzzy L-untformity ‘.= on X. 
THEOREM 3.1. For each fuzzy L-untformity 32 on X, there exists a family 
Z of probabilistic pseudometrics on X with 4! = ~2~. 
Proof: Let C denote the family of all probabilistic pseudometrics F on 
X for which 42(F) c “2. Using Theorem 3.4 we get easily that 
DEFINITION 3.8. A fuzzy topology r, on a set X, is called probabilistic 
pseudometrizable if there exists a pronabilistic pseudometric F such that 
t(%( F)) = t. 
DEFINITION 3.9. A probabilistic pseudometric F on X is called triuial if 
F(x, y) = Ed for all x, y E X. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (X,, FJr).EA be a family of non-empty probabilistic 
pseudometric spaces and let X = ITX, with the product fuzqv topologJv. Then 
X is probabilistic pseudometrizable iff the set A, of all a E A for which F, is 
not trivial is countable. 
Proof Suppose that X is probabilistic pseudometrizable and let (u,, > 
be a countable base for +2 = IZZE ,., %(F,). For each pair (n, m) of positive 
integers, there exist a finite subset S,,, of A and a;,, E a’( F,) such that 
where II, : X -+ X, is the projection mapping. The countable family {d,,, 1, 
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4,m = L S”., %- Len)~ is a base for %!. We claim that for each a not in the 
countable set S= lJ,,, S,, the F, is trivial. In fact, let /I$ S and suppose 
that I;s is not trivial, there are f,, jBe X,, t > 0 and E > 0 such that 
F&T?,, js)(t) < 1 -a. Let n, m be such that d,,, - E < xi I(o), where 
c(x, y) = F&x, y)(t). For each a # j? choose z, E X,. Take x, YE X with 
x, = yoL = z, if cc#p, .xp=-tp, ys=ya. Then d,,,(x, y) = 1 and so 
1 -E < 7ci ‘(0)(x, y) = a(.f8, pB), which is a contradiction. This contraction 
shows that A, c S and so A0 is countable. 
Conversely, let A, be countable. For each p E AO, let BP be a countable 
base for Q!(F,). The countable family Q of all elements of ~2 of the form 
Apcll q’(q?), q?+v DC A,, D finite, is a base for ~2. Hence ti@ is 
probabilistic pseudometrizable by Theorem 3.3. 
Remark 3.10. Let (X, Fa)zEa and X be as in the preceding Theorem 
and suppose that there exists a countable subset A, = { ~1, : n = 1,2,..., > of A 
with F, trivial if CI # A,. For each n, let G, : Xx X --) 9(&’ + ) be defined by 
G,(x, y)(t) = F,,k y)(t) ift<l 
= 1 ift> 1. 
Then G, is a probabilistic pseudometric on X with JS(Fxn) = %(G,). Define 
F: XxX+9(9+) by 
F(x, y)(t) = i GA-Tan, y,nW”t). 
n=l 
It is easy to see that F is a probabilistic pseudometric on X. Moreover, 
%(F) = @. In fact, let t > 0 and choose n with 2’7 3 1. If 
a(+~, Y) = F(x, v)(t) and a&, Y) = G&at, Y,, )V”t), 
then ak E %Y and a = & =, ek which proves that S?(F) c $2’. On the other 
hand, let m be a positive integer, s > 0 and rp(x, J) = FJx,,, y,,)(s). Let 
t > 0 with 2’9 < min {s, 1 }. Then 
which implies that cp E 9(F). From this, it follows that 9Z c J%(F) and hence 
+2 = 42(F). 
4. PROBABILISTIC SEMINORMS 
DEFINITION 4.1. A probabilistic quasi-seminorm, on a vector space E over 
K, is a function p: E --) 9(W + ) with the following properties: 
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(i) p(o)=~,: 
(ii) p(.u)Op(p)dp(.~+.r): 
(iii) 111 < 1 implies that p( Ax) 2p(.u) for all s E E. 
If, in addition, p(.u)(O+ ) = 0 for s # 0, then p is called a probabilisric 
quasi-norm. 
We have the easily established: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (f p is a probabilistic quasi-seminorm on E, then: 
( 1) The .fami/y of all fuy sets o in E of’ the form o(x) =p(x)(t), 
t > 0, is a base at zero for a linear fuzz>> neighborhood system c )j,. 
(2) t(< r,) is T? iJj’p is a probabilistic quasi-norm. 
(3) The function F,: Ex E+Y(.&“), F,,(.u~~~)=p(s-J:), is a 
probabilistic pseudometric on E with N, = N,. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (E. C 1.) be a linear ,fuq neighborhood space. Then 
(E, .,1.) is 
( 1) probabilistic quasi-seminormable $f c 1‘(O) has a countable base; 
(2) probabilistic quasi-normable $f it is probabilistic quasi-seminor- 
mable and t(C 1’) is T’. 
Proof (1) If I 1. =. Ii, for some probabilistic quasi-seminorm p, then 
the countable family {d,,),. d,(.u) =p(x)( I/n), is a base for ~ t‘(O). 
Conversely, let L,t*(0) have a countable base (a,, ). We may assume that 
k, t is deacreasing. If r~;, is the balanced hull of CT,,. then 1~; ). is a base for 
c l‘(O). Choose a subsequence { ,LI~ ) of (~1 f such that 
Pk+,@Pk+,@Pk+, -2--‘k+“<<k, k= 1, 2 ,.... 
Define, for x E E, p(x) E 9(a + ) by 
$(x)(t) =o ift=O 
= 1 ift> 1 
= P,*(.Y) if 2 )I < t < 2 O1 I J, 
Next we define 
p(x)=V { 6 p(xi): f +Y}. 
i=, ;= I 
It is easy to show that p is a probabilistic quasi-seminorm on E. Moreover, 
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we have p,+,(x)<p(x)(2-“)<2-“+p,(x) for all XEE and all n. It 
follows now easily that ,V = $. 
(2) It follows easily from [14, Theorem 5.11. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (E, ,V) be a linear fuzzy neighborhood space and let d 
be a balanced member of ,2”(O). Then: 
(1) There exists a probabilistic quasi-seminorm p on E with 
dE A,(O) c N(0). 
(2) There exists a base 9 for ,.t ‘(O), consisting of balanced fuzzy sets, 
such that for each p E 9 there exists p L E 9 with p, 0 p, d p. If (E, .1^) is 
locall~~ n-convex, then we may choose 9 consisting of absolutely convex 
fuzzy sets. 
Proof: (1) Choose inductively a decreasing sequence {dn} of balanced 
members of Yt/r(0), with d, = d, such that 
d n+,0dn+,0dn+,-2~‘N+“~d,,, n = 0, I,.... 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, there exists a probabilistic quasi-seminorm 
p on E with 
for all n and all x E E. It follows now from (*) that dE N,(O) c N(0). For 
each balanced member d of -V(O), let pd be a probabilistic quasi-seminorm 
pd on E with de A;,(O) c I 1’(O). 
Let &= {CT& t > O), gd.,b) =pd(x)(t), and 
since gd,r @ cd,r d fld.Z[r it is easy to see that 9 satisfies the requirements. 
Finally, let (E, ,V) be locally n-convex. For each b E 9, let 6 be the con- 
vex hull of d. Since b is balanced, 6 is absolutely convex, Moreover, it is 
easy to prove that the family (6: b E 9 } is a base for -q”(O). Now the result 
follows from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let d be a fuzzy set in a vector space E and let b = d@d. If 
6, d are the convex hulls of b and d respectively, then 6 = d@ d. 
Proof Since (T = ci@ d is convex (see [9, Proposition 4.5]), we have 
that 6< 0. On the other hand, let cr(x) > 8. There are x,, x2 in E with 
x=x, +x2 and d(x,), 2(x2) > 8. Let yi, cli, z,, yj be such that 
‘WY II5 ?-I8 
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X= i Uiy,+ f 'i;Z.j 
i= I j= I 
=rZ,[F,~ll,]).i+j~I[~,*ij:i]ZI 
= 1 criyjii( y  + Zj). 
1.i 
Since XijCl;Yj= 1 and b( ~i+~j)>d(xi) A d(~-,) > 0, it follows that 
6(x) > 8. Thus 62 G and the result follows. 
THEOREM 4.6. A linear fuzzy neighborhood space (E, J’) is locally n- 
convex $if it is topologicalls isomorphic to a subspace of a product of 
probabilistic seminormed spaces. 
Proof Every probabilistic seminormed space is locally n-convex and so 
the product of a family of probabilistic seminormed spaces is locally n-con- 
vex by [8, Propositions 6.31. Since a subspace of a locally n-convex space 
is also locally n-convex, the condition is clearly sufficient. For the necessity, 
let (E, ,/I ‘) be locally n-convex and let 3 be a base for ,1‘(O) consisting of 
absolutely convex fuzzy sets. For each 0~9, let pb be the Minkowski 
functional of (r and let E, be the space E equipped with the probabilistic 
seminorm p,. Let F= n,, .+ E,. For each x E E, let .iZ E F, .<(a) = I, and let 
G = (.f-: .Y E E}. It is easy to show that the mappingf: E -+ G, f (x) = i, is a 
topological isomorphism and this completes the proof. 
Let now (~~1~~~ be a family of probabilistic seminorms on E and 
let g(O) = UsrtA U%‘pI(O). Then the family A9 = {J(s): x E E}, BIB(x) = 
{.u@ p: p E B(O)) is a subbase for a locally n-convex fuzzy linear 
neighborhood system ..4 - on E. We will refer to = +. as the locally n-convex 
fuzzy linear neighborhood system generated by the family { pz } 3LE A. Con- 
versely, every locally n-convex linear fuzzy neighborhood system ,.t- is 
generated by a family of probabilistic seminorms. For such a family we 
may take the family of the Minkowski functionals of any base for ylr(0) 
consisting of absolutely convex fuzzy sets. Thus, we have the following; 
THEOREM 4.7. A linear fuzzy neighborhood system .,I ’is locally n-convex 
lff J” is generated by a family of probabilistic seminorms. 
THEOREM 4.8. A locally n-convex fuzzy linear neighborhood space 
(E, -4.) is probabilistic pseudometrizable ijjf ,,$* is generated 61, a countable 
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family of probabilistic seminorms. Moreover, if { p,, } is a countable family of 
probabilistic seminorms generating A’, then ,.V is generated by the 
probabilistic pseudometric F defined bl 
F(x, y)(t) = ji p;(x -y)(2”t) 
n=l 
where 
P:,(z)(t) = Pn(~)(f) ifO<t< 1 
= 1 ift> 1. 
Proof. If (E, b 1”) is probabilistic pseudometrizable, then J-(O) has a 
countable base {p n >. For each n, let G,, E ,+“(O) be absolutely convex with 
an- l/ndp, A p2 A ... A pn. 
The countable family {a,) is a base for -P-(O). If pn is the Minkowski 
functional of a,,, then ,+‘- is generated by the family { pn }. 
Conversely, let J ’ be generated by a countable family { p,, } of 
probabilistic seminorms and define F as in the statement of the Theorem. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.10, we show that L 1” = -$>. 
5. ~-CONVEX FUZZY SETS 
Let 0 < c1< 1 and let E be a vector space over X. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A fuzzy set p in E is called: 
(1) a-comex if ,I,p@&p<p whenever I,, &>O, Aq+n;= 1; 
(2) absolutely a-convex if 1,p@;I,p<p whenever [J,l”+ I,121a< 1. 
The a-convex hull and the absolutely a-convex hull of a fuzzy set p is the 
intersection of all a-convex and all absolutely a-convex fuzzy sets contain- 
ing p, respectively. 
As in the case of a = 1, we have the following: 
LEMMA 5.2. p is absolutely a-convex (resp. a-convex) iff 
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Prooj: It follows by induction on n using [9, Proposition 2.61. 
LEMMA 5.3. p is absolutel~~ x-convex iff it is a-convex and balanced. 
ProoJ The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency, let / A, 1’ + ( A, 1’ = 
d6 1. If d=O, then i, =A,=0 and so ~(~,-K+~~~)=~(~)~~(.u) A P(J). 
Suppose that d> 0. Let yie K, 1 yil = 1, be such that i, = yl. 1 i, 1. If 
hi= I/Ii/d”, then 6;+6;= 1 and so 
~(~,s,+~rs:)=~(6,(d’“~,.u)+6,(d’ “yzy)) 
>p(d’ “y,s) A p(d’ X7? y) 
since p is balanced and a-convex. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let u be a fuzzy set in E and let u,, u2 be the cI-convex hull 
and the absolutely a-convex hull of p, respectively. Then 
lj=, i= I ) 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let 0 < CI 6 1. .4 probabilistic a-seminorm, on a vector 
space E over X, is a mapping p: E + 2(W + ) such that 
(1) p(O)=&3; 
(2) P(~~)oP(I’)6P(~~+YL 
(3) p(~x)(t)=p(x)(t/lJl*) for 1#0. 
Every probabilistic a-seminorm P induces a linear fuzzy neighborhood 
system -4,; having as a base at zero the family {b,,: f > 0}, where b,,,(x) = 
p(x)(t). The fuzzy set c = b,, is ,,t,-bounded. Also, CJ is cr-convex. In fact, if 
y,, -qz>O, ,$+y”;= 1, then 
a(?il-~+1’2I’)=P(‘i’,.~+1’2?1)(Y~+YS) 
3P(Y,.~)(ly) A P(‘l’zl’NY’$) 
=@)(I) A P(J’)(l)=fl(X) A 0t.L’). 
Thus we have established the necessity of the condition in the following: 
THEOREM 5.6. A linear fuzzy neighborhood space (E, -4,‘) is probabilistic 
u-seminormable iff N(O) contains an cL-convex, n-bounded member. 
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Proof: Suppose that the condition is satisfied and let UE Jr(O) be n- 
bounded and cc-convex. The absolutely a-convex hull b of cr is n-bounded. 
In fact, given dE N(0) and E > 0, there exists t > 0 with to -s/3 6 d. Let 
d, o,V(O) balanced with d, --a/3 6 tu. The z-convex hull dz of d, is 
absolutely E-convex and d, - ~13 6 ta. Thus d, - 2~13 6 d. Let y > 0 be such 
that ]‘a - ~13 < d2. We have yb - 43 6 dz and so yb - E G d. Therefore, we 
may assume that 0 is absolutely a-convex. For XE E, define 
p(x): S+ -. [IO, 11, by 
p(*y)(t) = 0 ift=O 
= sup a(.u/L) if t > 0. 
ocA.*<r 
It is easy to see that p is a probabilistic a-seminorm and that ,,t ^= I Ii. 
DEFINITION 5.7. A probabilistic pseudo-seminorm, on a vector space E 
over Xx, is a mapping p: E + 9(B + ) such that: 
(1) P(O)=to; 
(2) p(lx)(t)=p(x)(t/l~l) for 1,#0; 
(3) there exists y>O such that p(x)@p(y)<p(y(x+y)) for all .Y, 
1’EE. 
A probabilistic pseudo-seminorm p on E induces a linear fuzzy 
neighborhood system ,t; having as a base at zero the family {b,,, : t > 0 ), 




Let us call a fuzzy set p in E concaue if there exists t > 0 with p 0 p 6 tp. 
For a balanced concave fuzzy set p, we will call the number 
inf(t:t>2,p@p<tp} 
the modulus of conca&y of p. 
THEOREM 5.8. A linear fuzzy neighborhood space (E, -4”) is probabilistic 
pseudo-seminormable iff ,+‘-(0) contains a balanced, concave n-bounded mem- 
ber. 
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Proof: Let de -V’(O) be balanced, concave and n-bounded. Let t 3 2 be 
such that d@ d< rd and let p be the Minkowski functional of d. It is clear 
that p(O)=&, and p(nx)(t)=p(x)(t/lII) if A#O. Moreover, if p(x)(t,), 
p(y(r,) > 0, then there are O<yi < tj, i= I, 2, with d(x/lf,), d( jyyz) > 0. 
Now 
x + ) y , x i’2 I’ -=-.- +-.‘-, 
‘r’1+)‘2 “PI+?‘2 i’l s1+i’2 s’2 
Since d is balanced, we have d(x/( 7 i + y2)) > 0 and d( Is/(r, + y?)) > 8. Thus 
d((x+y)/t(y, +y,))>e and so ~((x+g)/t)(t, +t,)>e. This proves that 
p(x)@p(y) <~((x +11)/t) for all x, y and thus p is a probabilistic pseudo- 
seminorm. If 0 < 1’ <s, then p(x)(s) >, d(x/y) = (gd)(x) which proves that 
,l.Pc...t*‘. On the other hand, d(x)>p(x)(l) and so dEYla which implies 
that ,1. c ,/I; since d is n-nounded. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let (E, “$/‘) be a linear fuzzy neighborhood space and sup- 
pose that -t”(O) contains a balanced, concave, n-bounded member d. If y is 
the modulus of concavitlv of d, then for each 0 < u < log 2/lag 7 there exists a 
probabilistic a-seminorm p on E with -4” = -4;. 
Proof By Theorem 5.6, it suflices to show that %,1”(O) contains an tl- 
convex n-bounded member. Since 7 < 2’:‘” and since d is balanced, we have 
d@ d 6 2’:‘d and so (2 - ‘:ad) @ (2 - “ad) < d. We claim that if k, ,..., k, are 
positive integers with C’=, 2 -kz 6 1, then 
To prove this, we lirst observe that if d, = [@PC, 2 - k’ad] @ 2 -“!‘d, then 
d m + i d d,,, and so d, 6 d, < d. Next, we prove, by induction on n, that if 
x;=i 2-k1< 1, then 
(*) 
This is clearly true if n = 1. Also, if n = 2, then 
[2-k”“d]@[2-k~“d]<(2-““d)@(2-‘~“d)Qd. 
Assume that (*) holds when n = m > 2 and let n = m + 1. If the ki are dis- 
tinct and if k = max { kI ,..., k, }, then 
lT7+1 
Q 2 - kdad < d, < d. 
i= I 
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Finally, if k, = k, (say), then k, > 2 (since m 2 2) and 
[2 -Wad] @ p-Wad] < 2 -(k1- 1)/q 
which (by our induction hypothesis) implies that 
??lfl 
@ 2 - kiiad d d. 
i=l 
Hence (*) holds. Let now yi> 0, C;=, 7; = 1. For each i, choose a positive 
integer ki with 2-kl<y;<2-k1fL. Then XI=, 2Pki< 1 and 2Pk”“<Yi< 
2 - (k - 1 )/'a, Thus 
& yid< & 2-(kt-~V~d=2b. 6 ‘&-k,i”d<2bd. 
i= 1 i= I i=l 
This proves that the CL-convex hull of d is contained in the n-bounded fuzzy 
set 2”“d and hence it is n-bounded. This completes the proof. 
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